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Prologue:

Curriculum Design, for many teachers, is a new space.  In a 
general sense, the curriculum design work that is being engaged 
in right now is far above the instructional practices of the past.

This is also meant to be a baseline from which all future 
curriculum work will develop. Being thoughtful and transparent 
in our work allows exponential growth in professional practice 
and student achievement.

Many, many thanks to the teacher(s) who submitted this plan 
so that we can nurture the seeds they’ve planted.
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Why do this?

To Support Data Informed 
Decision Making



Data informed culture to improve student achievement
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“Unit Plans (Maps) equal data … Data 
equals facts and figures … Facts and 
figures show trends … And with this 

knowledge, we can give ‘all of the above’ 
meaning by looking at the trends and 

comparing it to other data bases.”
Bena Kallick, Curriculum Mapping Conference, 2003



Caveat:

This annotation represents a look through several lenses of 
opportunities for improvement.  The depth of this annotation is 
specifically for the purpose of this analysis only and does not 
necessarily represent what would be involved in a curriculum 
coaching moment. Critical decisions would have to be made 
around “do now” vs. “explore later” depending on several 
variables that could include: delivery of the unit plan, 
collaboration and consensus, alignment of the unit as a whole 
versus a pinpoint alignment moment, opportunities for growth 
over time, further fleshing out of details related to curriculum 
practice vs. design, etc.
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•Clarity: The content and skills are clear enough to replicate, but much additional 
information (see alignment section) is needed and what is here needs clarification.
•Lively (and Robust): Without the inclusion of activities/lessons, there is little evidence 
for depth and engagement, although, there are opportunities apparent. (such as 
upgrading the measurable verbs, engaging in specific vocabulary instruction, and 
leveraging available technology)
•Evidence:  Without knowing what is on the Unit 1 test, there is little written evidence 
here to support what proficiency looks like. The Map Assignment is not described but 
seems to support one part of one skill statement.
•Alignment: See subsequent slides. Connections need to be more transparent and in 
depth.



The standards in green are loosely represented in the content and skills.  The remainder 
of the standards do not seem to match what is being developed in this unit. The 
standards indicate an analysis of the development of culture, Native American and 
other cultural groups’ experiences, and the shaping of the American Society and 
culture. The content and skills evidenced here point to an exploration of war.

Alignment to the included Common Core standards is not evidenced in this unit plan. 
The inclusion of the vocabulary words is here,  however, they seem to point to 
supporting the content and skills versus the standards.

Additional note:  There seems to be additional moments of Essential Questions in the 
content column. These exploratory questions may inform additional content pieces, 
skills, or opportunities for robustness and attention to the College and Career Readiness 
Capacities.



Aside from the standards, and based solely on the content and 
skills evidenced here, there is a lot of information for only two 
assessments.  Without the explanation here, some clarification is 
needed on what the map assignment is assessing and whether or 
not the depth and rigor of that assignment is developmentally 
appropriate.  The creation of the Venn diagram, the creation of a 
timeline of events, and the comparative analysis of cultures are 
opportunities to engage ALL of the CCR capacities in some way.



Endnote:

While there may be several areas of improvement in this unit plan, the critical 
“do now” element is a more specific alignment to the standards.  Perhaps 
there are other standards to align the already included content and skills to? 
When the standards issue is improved, the “do next” moment may include 
upgrading the measurable verbs, instructional targets, and descriptors to 
evidence lively and robust instruction. (That could include activities, too!) 
Further “explore later” moments would include specific vocabulary 
instruction, more formative assessment opportunities, an analysis  and 
upgrade of the current assessments, and an articulated alignment to the 
College and Career Readiness capacities.


